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Sanken Microphone Co., Ltd. is one of the oldest professional microphone manufacturers.
The company was established in Japan in 1925.

1935 Sanken developed a spherical-shaped dynamic microphone for a radio station. 

1939 NHK (Japan Broadcasting Cooperation) asked Sanken to make a miniature dynamic microphone, 
and Sanken successfully developed a stand microphone for announcers. 

1947 Sanken introduced the model MCM-1, a dynamic microphone with an aluminum diaphragm. It was 
used in radio stations and became the standard model for Japan’s broadcasting industry.

1967	 Sanken	designed	its	first	condenser	microphone,	CUS-101.

1979	 Sanken	introduced	the	CU-41,	a	cardioid	two	way	condenser	microphone	which	was	very	well	
received by professional recording engineers around the world.

1991	 Sanken	introduced	the	world’s	first	and	smallest	lavalier	microphone,	COS-11s.	It	has	a	unique	
diaphragm layout. The diaphragm is mounted vertically, and the microphone is only 4mm in 
diameter.

1994	 the	CSS-5,	a	unique	stereo	shot-gun	microphone	was	launched	with	mono,	normal	stereo	and	
wide stereo modes. 

2004	 Sanken	introduced	a	100	kHz	microphone,	the	CO-100K	for	recording	engineers	who	wanted	a	
microphone	with	an	extended	frequency	response.	It	is	the	world’s	first	100	kHz	microphone	for	
professional music recording.

2006	 the	WMS-5	double	M-S	technique	5.0	surround	microphone	was	introduced.

Sanken’s philosophy is to capture sound as it is.
Sanken aims to make microphones that sound as transparent as possible.
Sanken	keeps	on	creating	unique	and	innovative	microphones	for	the	professional	audio	industry.
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Lavalier Microphone

COS-11x series	 1ch

Superb Sound in a New Generation Ultra-miniature Lavalier Mic
●	Water	Resistant
●	New	and	Improved	Durable	Design
●	Same	Great	Clear	and	Rich	Sound
●	New	Color	Choices
●	Improved	Moisture	Resistance
●	Original	Vertical	Diaphragm	Design
●	Optimized	for	the	Human	Voice

Sanken, manufacturer of the industrywide standard in ultra-
miniature	lavalier	microphones,	now	offers	the	COS-11x.		This	
new generation lavalier was designed to meet today’s HD audio 
standards	while	satisfying	the	concealment	requirements	of	film,	
video	and	theater.	The	COS-11x	features	a	new	front	mesh	screen	
which is water resistant, better protecting the microphone from 
perspiration	and	cosmetics.	As	a	result,	the	COS-11x	maintains	
superb	frequency	response	in	adverse	recording	conditions.		In	
addition,	the	water	resistant	COS-11x	is	ideal	for	outdoor	shooting	
in foul weather.
Sanken utilizes an original vertical placement of the diaphragm for 
a much greater effective area within an extremely small casing. 
Sanken’s	unique	and	innovative	designs	have	been	emulated	by	
other	microphone	manufacturers,	but	never	matched	in	quality	and	
performance.

To increase the scope of applications, four colors are now available 
in	the	COS-11x	series:	Black,	Gray,	Beige	and	White.

SPECIFICATIONS
COS-11x-** COS-11xBP-** COS-11xPT-**/1.6 COS-11xPT-**/3.0 COS-11xPT-RM-**/1.6 COS-11xPT-RM-**/3.0 COS-11xR-** COS-11xR-RM-**

 Directivity Omni	directional
 Transducer Self-polarized condenser
	Frequency	range 50  Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity 
(nominal at 1 kHz)

17.8mV/Pa
(-35	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

6mV/Pa
(-44.5	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa) 8.9mV/Pa	(-41	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa) 3.2mV/Pa	(-50	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa) 8.9mV/Pa

(-41	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
3.2mV/Pa

(-50	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

	Equivalent	noise	level	
(A-weighted) 28 dB-A

 Max SPL (1% THD) 127 dB SPL 120 dB SPL 123 dB SPL 132 dB SPL 123 dB SPL 132 dB SPL

	Output	impedance		at	1	kHz 180 ohms 200 ohms 700 ohms

 Powering +48±4V	phantom AA battery , 
+12V	to	+52V +3V	to	+10V

 Current consumption less than 2mA less than 0.8mA
 (AA  battery) less than 0.3mA

 Weight 82g 122g , 139g
 (with AA battery) 10g 19g 10g 19g 24g

 Dimensions 16.1mm X 4.0mm (diameter)
	Surface	finish **=BE=baked painting/beije , **=BK=black , **=GY=gray , **=WH=white
 Connector XLR-3M No Connector Lemo 3pin/Hirose 4Pin
 Included Accessories HC-11 holder clip,WS-11 metal windscreen,RM-11 rubber mount

FREQUENCY RESPONSE� POLAR PATTERN�

�
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asada
タイプライターテキスト
COS-11D, a new version of the lavalier microphone which overcomes digital transmitter RFI (radio frequency interference) has been launched. Its specifications, frequency response and polar pattern are same as COS-11x. 
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タイプライターテキスト
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タイプライターテキスト
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

HC-11-**
Holder Clip

HC-11V-**
Holder	Clip	/	Vertical

HC-11W-**
Holder Clip 
Double	for	2	COS-11x

WSL-11 
Large Metal Windscreen 
Black only

WS-11-**  
Metal Windscreen

FW-1
Foam Windscreen 
(11 colors in 1 pack)

RM-11
Rubber Mount / beige only

RM-11C 
Rubber Mount with holder 
clip / beige only

PIN-11 
Safety Pin 

BELT CLIP for COS-11 
Belt	clip	parts	for	COS-11x

BELT CLIP for COS-11BP 
Belt	clip	parts	for	COS-11xBP

Lavalier Microphone

COS-22	 2ch

2 channel Omni-Directional Lavalier Microphone
●	2ch	lavalier	microphone
●	Second	ch	can	be	a	back	up	mic
●	For	ambient	stereo	recording
●	Background	noise	cancel	microphone	with	1ch	phase	reverse

The	Sanken	COS-22	is	the	world’s	first	2ch	lavalier	microphone.	
In	the	tradition	of	the	popular	Sanken	COS-11x	lavalier	series,	the	
ultra	miniature	COS-22	measures	only	31.6mm	(1.25”)	in	length	
but	boasts	a	full	frequency	response	up	to	20,000Hz.		The	two-
channel,	dual-omnidirectional	COS-22	is	designed	for	a	variety	of	
applications,	including	high	quality	unobtrusive	area	miking,	stereo	
recording of music and environmental ambience, redundant capsule 
live broadcast (e.g. news anchors), and boundary-style miking for 
film	and	television.		In	addition,	the	COS-22	can	be	used	as	a	noise	
cancellation directional microphone pair by reversing the phase of 
one channel before summing the two outputs.

Directivity Omni	directional

Transducer Self-polarized condenser

Frequency	range 50 Hz - 20 kHz

Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 17.8mV/Pa	
(-35	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 28 dB-A

Max SPL (1% THD) 137 dB SPL

Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 180 ohms

Powering +48±4V	phantom

Current consumption less than 2mA

Weight 20g (including cable) 
70g	(48V	I/F)

Dimensions 31.6mm X 4.0mm (diameter)

Surface	finish baked painting/gray

Connector XLR-5M

Included Accessories HC-22 holder clip

�

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

POLAR PATTERN�

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

HC-22
Holder Clip

COS-22

SPECIFICATIONS�

CB-485Ⅱ
Phantom	PSU, 
one 6LR61 used, 
2ch	IN/OUT	XLR5Pin	M,F

SC-532/0.3 , SC-532/1.8
XLR-5F to 2 ×	XLR-3M	“Y”	cable

SC-551/0.3 , SC-551/1.5
XLR-5F to XLR-5M cable

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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Microphone

CU-41 2 Way Capsule Microphone

Transparent Sound, Ideal
Cardioid Microphone
●	2	way	capsule	design
●	Totally	fl	at	frequency	response	in	0°,	60°,90°and	135°
The	Sanken	CU-41	sets	a	new	world	standard	for	music	
recording.	Used	by	engineers	worldwide,	it	is	a	microphone	
which delivers a completely natural, uncolored sound. The 
special	two-way	transducer	provides	a	totally	fl	at	frequency	
response. 
Frequency	response	is	totally	fl	at	not	only	on	axis,	but	also	
at 90 degrees, and even at 135 degrees.  This capacity is 
very important in keeping the sound transparent.
The	CU-41	is	also	suitable	as	an	announcer	and	narration	
booth	microphone	in	TV	and	Radio	facilities.	Its	distortion-
free performance is renowned worldwide. This microphone 
offers a pure cardioid pattern with low proximity effect, and 
is	48V	phantom-driven.

Microphone

CU-44XⅡ 2 Way Capsule Microphone

High Transient Response, 
Transformerless Microphone
● Output	Transformerless	version	of	the	CU-41

The	CU-44XⅡ is the transformerless microphone featuring 
a dual-capsule condenser design. Transformerless design 
assures that this microphone delivers a high transient, 
natural and uncolored sound. The sonic results provide 
the engineer with the best possible raw material for a wide 
variety of recording applications in music, television and 
motion picture studios. 
The smooth cardioid polar pattern, and uniform response over 
the	entire	audio	range,	guarantees	that	the	CU-44XⅡ accurately 
captures the chosen audio target. Absolutely uniform phase 
response and rigid manufacturing standards mean that when 
used in pairs, the result is impeccably clear stereo imaging.
The	CU-44XⅡ features a cardioid polar pattern with no 
fi	lter	or	attenuator.	The	recording	engineer	is	given	pure,	
uncolored sound, which may be processed as chosen. This 
microphone	is	48V	phantom-driven.	Being	more	sensitive	
than ordinary microphones to noise vibration below 100Hz, 
it is recommended that it be mounted in the supplied S-44X 
shock absorbing stand adapter.

SPECIFICATIONS�

POLAR PATTERN�

S-41

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

S-41  
Elastic suspension  

S-41 Rubber String  
Spare rubber string for S-41
(2 in one set)

TC-41 
Flight	case	for	two	CU-41

�

POLAR PATTERN�

S-44X

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

S-44X  
Elastic suspension  

S-44X Rubber String  
Spare rubber string 
 for S-44X 
 (2 in one set)

TC-44XⅡ 
Flight	case	for	two	CU-44XⅡ

�

SPECIFICATIONS�

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

Directivity Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 20 Hz - 30 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 20.0mV/Pa	(	-34	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level		(A-weighted) 15 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 140 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 150 ohm
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 4mA
Weight 430g
Dimensions 156mm x 45.5mm (diameter)
Surface	fi	nish matte black
Connector XLR-3M
Included Accessories S-44X elastic suspension

Directivity Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 20 Hz - 30 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 7mV/Pa	(	-43	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level		(A-weighted) 15 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 140 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 150 ohm
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 4.2mA
Weight 600g
Dimensions 180mm x 50mm (diameter)
Surface	fi	nish satin nickel
Connector XLR-3M
Included Accessories S-41 elastic suspension

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

CU-44XⅡ

CU-44XⅡ

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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Microphone

CU-31, CU-32 Small Size Microphone

Small, High-Resolution Microphone
CU-31: Axis Direction
CU-32: 90-degree Direction

●	Small	size,	easy	to	set	up
●	Wide	number	of	applications	for	various	kinds	of	musical	

instruments
●	Beautiful	cardioid	pattern	and	frequency	response	not	only	on-

axis but at other angles

Small, high-resolution condenser microphones designed mainly for 
music	recording,	the	CU-31	and	CU-32	capture	sound	beautifully,	
not only for a full orchestra but also in solo musical instrument 
performances. A high transient response allows the superb 
broadcast or recording of percussion, cymbal sounds and woodwind 
instruments.
The	Sanken	CU-31	and	CU-32	are	small,	lightweight	microphones	
for	TV	/	radio	broadcasting	and	studio	recording.	Delivering	a	
natural, uncolored sound, they feature Sanken's original Push-
Pull type capsule design, which gives them sensitivity 6 dB higher 
than conventional microphones of the same size. As a result, 
they are particularly suited for cleanly capturing such explosive, 
high pressure sound sources as trumpets and drums. In addition 
to	their	high	maximum	SPL	of	148	dB	at	1%THD,	the	CU-31	and	
CU-32	offer	a	very	flat	frequency	response	(	20Hz	to	18,000Hz	).	
Like all Sanken microphones, these mics come with a light, strong, 
corrosion-free one-micron titanium diaphragm which is immune 
to changes in temperature and humidity. These are very practical, 
proven	microphones.	The	CU-31	and	CU-32	are	especially	
renowned	not	only	for	their	quality,	but	for	their	reliability.	

CU-31	:	Maximum	sensitivity:	on	axis
CU-32	:	Maximum	sensitivity:	90	degree	to	longitudinal	axis

SPECIFICATIONS

�

�

�

POLAR PATTERN�

H-21F 
Microphone Holder 

WM-31  
Urethane	wind	screen		

CU-31 CU-32

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

Directivity Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 20 Hz - 18 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 3.5mV/Pa	(	-49	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level		(A-weighted) 19 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 148 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 200 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 1.4mA
Weight 125g

Dimensions CU-31	:	116mm	X	20.6mm	(diameter) 
CU-32	:	121mm	X	20.6mm	(diameter)

Surface	finish satin nickel
Connector XLR-3M
Included Accessories H-21F microphone holder

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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Stereo Microphone

CMS-2 M-S Stereo Microphone

M-S Microphone with Ideal Precise Coherent Phase Capsule Layout
●	M-S	microphone	for	music	recording
●	Ideal	precise	coherent	phase	M-S	capsule	layout
●	Unique	push-pull	transducer	and	audio	circuitry

The CMS-2 is an M-S stereo condenser microphone designed 
primarily to record orchestras, choruses and choirs in theatres, 
concert halls and churches.
Because of the "one point" physical presence of the microphone 
itself, the operator can obtain a very naturally mixed stereo 
sound with the use of the MS to LR matrix circuitry.  The light 
titanium	diaphragm	permits	a	wide	frequency	response	and	the	
ability	to	withstand	high	SPLs	up	to	145	dB.	It	is	a	48V	phantom	
driven microphone.
The Sanken CMS-2 is the world's smallest and lightest MS 
stereo	microphone	for	TV	/	radio	broadcasting,	and	studio	and	
live music recording. Delivering a natural, uncolored sound and 
offering perfect reproduction of the stereo sound image, it is 
ideal as a main microphone for orchestras or musical groups. It 
is	also	excellent	for	capturing	diffi	cult	sound	ambiences	of	live	
audiences	at	pop	concerts,	talk	shows,etc.	It	features	a	very	fl	at	
frequency	response	[	20Hz	to	18kHz	],	and	inaudible	self-noise	
[	16	dB	or	less	],	which	suits	it	well	for	high	resolution	recording.	
It also features an original Sanken Push-Pull type capsule 
design which gives it a 6dB higher sensitivity than similar sized 
conventional microphones. It has a high maximum SPL, 145 
dB at 1% THD. The CMS-2 has a one-micron thick titanium 
diaphragm and it can work with any standard matrixbox and 
mixing desks.

Microphone

CO-100K 100kHz Super Wide Range Microphone

An Omnidirectional Super Wide 
Range Microphone
With Unprecedented 20Hz to 
100kHz Frequency Response
●	20Hz	to	100kHz	Microphone
●	Unique	Diaphragm	Design
●	For	Professional	Recording

The	Sanken	CO-100K	is	the	fi	rst	100kHz	microphone	in	the	world	
designed for actual professional recording, not for measurement 
purposes. A revolutionary microphone designed with NHK’s Science 
& Technical Research Laboratories, it is Sanken's response to 
those	enthusiastic	engineers	who	wish	to	record	frequencies	as	
high as 100kHz. After rigorous test recordings, it was found that 
this microphone is especially suited for classical music, acoustic 
instrument and sound effect recording.
Prominent	owners	have	used	two	CO-100k	in	stereo	pairs,	overall	
string	sections,	and	in	four	and	fi	ve	channel	arrays	for	surround	and	
front of orchestra.
Within	the	conventional	"audible	frequency"	band	of	20Hz	to	20kHz	
the	performance	is	exemplary,	and	clearly	different.	But	the	CO-
100k also provides the opportunity to experience musical sounds 
far	beyond	the	typically	accepted	upper	frequency	limit.	The	CO-
100K is a new step in microphone technology, providing new realms 
of musical detail and nuance that has never before been possible.

Stereo Microphone

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

POLAR PATTERN�

Directivity Mid=Cardioid , Side=Figure of 8
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 20 Hz - 18 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 2.8mV/Pa	(	-51	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa	)
Equivalent	noise	level		(A-weighted) 16 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 145 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 250 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 1.4mA/ch
Weight 180g

Dimensions 173mm X 20.5mm(grip diameter)  
63mm(metal mesh part)

Surface	fi	nish satin nickel
Connector XLR-5M
Included Accessories H-21D microphone holder

RB-100   
Spare rubber parts
(2 in one set)

RB-100   

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

GS-100  
Suspension holder

Directivity Omni	directional
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 20 Hz - 100 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 39.8mV/Pa	(	-28	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level		(A-weighted) 22 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 125 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 150 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption Less than 6mA
Weight 150g
Dimensions 191.5mm X 20.5mm (diameter)
Surface	fi	nish matte black
Connector XLR-3M

SPECIFICATIONS�

SPECIFICATIONS�

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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POLAR PATTERN�FREQUENCY RESPONSE� OPTIONAL  ACCESSORIES�

MB-2A
Matrix converter from M-S to L-R angle 
adjustable

SC-532/0.3 , SC-532/1.8
XLR-5F to 2 ×	XLR-3M	“Y”	cable

SC-551/0.3 , SC-551/1.5
XLR-5F to XLR-5M cable

Stereo Microphone

CMS-7s Portable Microphone

Natural Sound in a High Quality 	M-S and L-R Microphone
●	Natural	sound	in	a	high	quality	M-S	and	L-R	signal
●	Unique	exclusive	power	supply	with	LR	angle	adjustable	

switch
●	Able	to	be	battery	operated	in	case	of	no	phantom	

powering facility
 
The Sanken CMS-7s is a portable M-S stereo condenser 
microphone	for	indoor	and	outdoor	TV,	Radio	and	Film	
sound shooting. An extremely popular stereo microphone 
all over the world, the CMS-7s is supplied with an exclusive 
PSU	which	includes	matrix	circuitry,	CMS-MBBII,	to	receive	
stereo signals in 5-point selectable angle ranges. The 
operator can achieve a very "natural" environmental stereo 
sound image in virtually any kind of location and with very 
loud sound sources.
Its compact size and weight enables a single person to 
handle virtually all outdoor stereo recording.
Featuring a clear stereo image with controllable width, a 
clean, uncolored sound, and maximum immunity to noise 
interference, it is ideal for recording ambient stereo sound 
fields,	especially	in	difficult	outdoor	environments	where	
wind and microphone cable-handling noises can be a 
problem.
It	has	a	maximum	SPL,	130	dB	at	1%	THD,	a	nearly	flat	
response	in	the	audio	frequency	range,	and	inaudible	self-
noise (19 dB or less).
The CMS-7 is supplied with the CMS-MBB II, a specially 
designed power supply and matrix box powered by battery 
or	48V	phantom.
The CMS-7s may be mounted using any standard 19mm 
diameter handgrip.

Directivity Mid=Cardioid , Side=Figure of 8 
Hyper	Cardioid	(L-R	Outputs)

Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 50 Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity  (nominal at 1 kHz) 10mV/Pa	(	-40	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa	)
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 19 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 130 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 30	ohms	(M-S	outputs):	30	ohms	(L-R	outputs)

Powering CMS-MBBⅡ	with	four	1.5V	AA	batteries	or	48V	
phantom

Stereo angle 0°～ 127°

Current consumption 3.1mA(CMS-7s with CMS-MBBⅡ )
Weight 200g (Mic) , 801g (CMS-MBBⅡ )

Dimensions 235mm X 19mm (grip diameter) ,  
61mm (metal mesh part diameter)

Surface	finish matte black
Connector XLR-7M

Included Accessories
SC-771/1.5 cable,urethan wind screen, 

CMS-MBB II power supply and switchable matrix box, 
Battery	(1.5V	AA)	X	4

SPECIFICATIONS�

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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Stereo Microphone

CMS-9 Portable Microphone

A Lightweight Stereo Microphone using M-S Technology
The CMS-9 is the L-R Stereo signal output version of the 
CMS-7s. This mic includes M-S to L-R signal circuitry within 
the body, and the sound characteristics are almost identical 
with the CMS-7s. This mic accepts a maximum SPL of up to 
130 dB.
●	Outputs	L-R	stereo	signals
●	Connects	directly	to	a	field	recorder
●	Mounts	to	any	standard	19mm	diameter	handgrip
 
The Sanken CMS-9 is a lightweight M-S stereo condenser 
microphone	ideal	for	all	studio	and	field	recording	
applications.	Its	unique	design	features	an	internal	"Mid-
Side" sum and difference processing circuit which, by 
eliminating the need for an external matrix box, makes the 
mic extremely mobile and easy to handle.  The CMS-9 
outputs	fixed	stereo	signals	which	can	be	input	directly	to	
a	field	recorder	or	other	portable	machines	equipped	with	
L-R	inputs	and	48V	phantom	power.	Its	unique	two-layer	
windscreen	and	solid	construction	assure	quiet	recording,	
even	in	difficult	outdoor	environments	where	wind	and	
handling noises can be a problem. The CMS-9 features a 
one-micron thick titanium diaphragm that is light, strong, 
corrosion-free and immune to temperature and humidity 
changes. It uses the same capsules as Sanken's CMS-7s 
Stereo Mic.

SC-532/0.3 , 
SC-532/1.8
XLR-5F to 2 × XLR-3M 
“Y”	cable

SC-551/0.3 , 
SC-551/1.5
XLR-5F to XLR-5M cable

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

GS-7s
Suspension handgrip 
for CMS-7s & 9 Series

WS-7s
Cage windshield 
(Rycote RWS-4J)

TC-7s
Flight case

POLAR PATTERN�

CMS-MBBⅡ
MS	to	LR	converter	PSU.　
CMS-MBBⅡ is essential　
to drive CMS-7s

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

POLAR PATTERN�

WJ-7s
Windjammer for WS-7s 
(Rycote RWJ-4)

WJ-7s
Windjammer for WS-7s 
(Rycote RWJ-4)

TC-7s
Flight case

WS-7s
Cage windshield 
(Rycote RWS-4J)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

GS-7s
Suspension handgrip for 
CMS-7s & 9 Series

CB-485Ⅱ
Phantom	PSU	,	one	
6LR61 used , 2ch 
IN/OUT	XLR5Pin	M,F

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

SC-771/10
XLR7F to XLR7M cable 
10.0m	for CMS-7s

Directivity Hyper	Cardioid	(L-R	Outputs)
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 50  Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 10mV/Pa	(	-40	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa	)
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 19 dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 130 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 70 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Stereo angle 127°

Current consumption less than 2.1mA/ch
Weight 200g

Dimensions 235mm X 19mm (grip diameter)  
61mm (metal mesh part diameter)

Surface	finish matte black
Connector XLR-5M
Included Accessories SC-532/1.8 cable,urethan wind screen

SPECIFICATIONS�

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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Stereo Microphone

CUW-180 X-Y 2ch Stereo Microphone

Two Microphones in One Body
For X-Y Stereo Recording
●	A	single	microphone	body	with	two	cardioid	condenser	capsules	

that can be rotated freely up to 180 degree in 15 degree detent.
●	Can	be	used	as	a	surround	microphone	set	with	two	CUW-180

The	CUW-180	combines	two	exceptionally	engineered	cardioid	condenser	microphones	in	one	
compact body.  Each of the two capsules is independently adjustable through any angle up to 
180°,	with	15°	detent,	providing	a	versatile	microphone	for	a	variety	of	X-Y	stereo	and	Surround	
recording applications. Thanks to precise diaphragm layout of two capsules, the perfect phase 
coherence between Ch1 and Ch2 is kept even in any angle of two capsules. 
It is important to note that two microphone capsules in one body create an ideal stereo 
confi	guration	because	the	actual	physical	design	takes	into	account	the	effect	of	the	microphone	
body itself, as opposed to two separate microphones which are not physically designed to 
work	adjacent	to	one	another.		The	CUW-180	provides	ideal	X-Y	stereo	recording	of	classical	
ensembles, guitars, brass, drum overheads, etc.  The microphone is also well-suited for talk 
shows with two persons sitting face-to-face, providing fully independent level controls.  Each 
signal	is	available	through	the	standard	AES	confi	guration	XLR-5M	connector.
For	Surround	applications,	two	CUW-180	are	ideal	for	true	four-channel	recording,	providing	a	
conceptually simple method of recording both Front L/R and Rear L/R signals. In the Sanken 
Surround system, one microphone is used for front L and R, while a second microphone is used 
for rear SL and SR.  The essential phase coherence for L and R is rigidly maintained, while 
allowing the front and rear dual microphones to be positioned for the particular situation. To add 
another source for a hard front Center channel, an optional mic holder is available, and Sanken 
offers a complete line of shotgun microphones which can be utilized for this purpose.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

POLAR PATTERN�

GS-180WS 
Surround set (cage, suspension, jammer) 
for	two	CUW-180

GS-180W
Suspension	holder	for	two	CUW-180

HG-1
Handgrip part only

TC-180
Flight	case	for	two	CUW-180	Surround	Set

GS-180XY 
CUW-180	one	XY	Package	
(cage, jammer, suspension)
	for	one	CUW-180

GS-180
Suspension	holder	for	one	CUW-180

SC-532/0.3 , SC-532/1.8
XLR-5F to 2 ×	XLR-3M	“Y”	cable	

SC-551/0.3 , SC-551/1.5
XLR-5F to XLR-5M cable

HCH-180
Dual Holder for CS-1 (2 in one set)

Directivity Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 20  Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 28.2mV/Pa	(	-31	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 17 dB-A
Max SPL  (1% THD) 137 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 180 ohm
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 1.5mA / ch
Weight 224g
Dimensions 160.6mm X 78.7mm , 20.5mm(grip diameter)
Surface	fi	nish matte black
Connector XLR-5M
Included Accessories SC-532/1.8 cable,H-21F microphone holder

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

CB-485Ⅱ
Phantom	PSU	,	one	6LR61	used	,	2ch	
IN/OUT	XLR5Pin	M,F

WJ-180
Fur jammer for WS-180

WJ-180W 
Fur jammer for WS-180W 

WS-180W
Cage	screen	for	two	CUW-180	

WS-180
Cage	screen	for	one	CUW-180	

SPECIFICATIONS�

CUW-180
surround system
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Surround Microphone

WMS-5 5.0 Surround Microphone

Double M-S 5.0 Surround 	Microphone
●	5	surround	outputs	from	one	microphone	(L,	C,	R,	LS,	RS)
●	Compact	size:	235mm(length),	235g(weight)
●	Precise	phase	coherent	M,	S,	M	capsule	layout
●	MS	to	LR	Matrix	circuitry	in	the	microphone	body
●	Ideal	5.0	sound	localization
●	Various	accessories	available	for	outdoor	operation

The	WMS-5	is	the	world’s	fi	rst	5-channel	Surround	microphone	self-
contained in one mic body. As the newest model in a comprehensive 
line	of	the	highest	quality	microphones	for	audio	recording,	HDTV	
broadcast	and	fi	lm,	the	breakthrough	Sanken	WMS-5	utilizes	extensive	
M-S stereo research conducted in conjunction with Japan’s NHK.  The 
new WMS-5 is the ideal microphone for on location multichannel audio 
recording.  
Surround	sound	for	broadcast	and	fi	lm	has	become	quite	popular,	
but creating realistic multi-channel soundtracks in post-production 
from traditional microphone sources has proven problematic, time 
consuming, and unnatural.  The WMS-5 delivers realistic Surround 
sound with minimal setup time, and is easily mounted on a camera, 
boom pole, or pistol grip.
The Sanken WMS-5, an exclusive Sanken design based on the well 
known M-S method of recording, provides 5 surround outputs signals. 
The	front	“M”	capsule	is	used	for	both	“C”	and	front	L,	R.	The	“S”	signal	
is	for	both	front	L,	R	and	rear	LS,	RS.		The	rear	“M”	capsule	is	used	
for LS and RS.  In order to keep precise phase coherence, capsules 
are	set	vertically	on	the	same	axis.	The	front	“C”	capsule	has	shotgun	
directivity.

The	WMS-5	is	the	world’s	fi	rst	5-channel	Surround	microphone	self-
contained in one mic body. As the newest model in a comprehensive 
line	of	the	highest	quality	microphones	for	audio	recording,	HDTV	
broadcast	and	fi	lm,	the	breakthrough	Sanken	WMS-5	utilizes	extensive	
M-S stereo research conducted in conjunction with Japan’s NHK.  The 
new WMS-5 is the ideal microphone for on location multichannel audio 

Surround	sound	for	broadcast	and	fi	lm	has	become	quite	popular,	
but creating realistic multi-channel soundtracks in post-production 
from traditional microphone sources has proven problematic, time 
consuming, and unnatural.  The WMS-5 delivers realistic Surround 

(Mic holder and Cable are optional accessories)

POLAR PATTERN�

WGS-5
Shock mount holder (3/8)

WJ-5L
Softie long fur

HG-1
Handgrip part only

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

Directivity Super Cardioid (center output)
Hyper Cardioid (L, LS, R, RS outputs)

Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 50  Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 44.7mV/Pa	(	-27	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) MONO	20	dB-A	,	STEREO	22	dB-A	.	
SURROUND	22	dB-A

Max SPL (1% THD) 120 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 120 ohm
Powering +48±4V	phantom	X	5ch
Stereo angle 120°(L, R)、 120°(LS, RS)

Current consumption less than 4mA/ch
Weight 235g

Dimensions 235mm X 27.8mm (metal mesh part diameter) ,
19mm (grip diameter)

Surface	fi	nish matte black
Connector Multi 12Pin

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

WJ-5
Softie short fur

SPECIFICATIONS�

WGC-5
Mic holder for camera shoe (1/4)
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Miniature Boundary Microphone

CUB-01

The Boundary Microphone with Front Side of Hemisphere 
Cardiod Directivity
●	Clear	and	rich	sound
●	Small	size,	easy	to	set	up
●	Front	side	of	hemisphere	cardioid	directivity

The	SANKEN	CUB-01	offers	an	exclusive	design	which	overcomes	
the limitations of previous boundary microphones, producing an 
extremely rich and full-bodied sound. Although small (32.5mm 
diameter, 14mm height, 45g weight) the sound is comparable with 
much	larger	microphones.	The	CUB-01	is	designed	for	use	in	
many	situations,	from	TV	and	fi	lm	fi	eld	shooting	to	broadcast	studio	
production and conference table recording. Because of its small 
size it is easy to conceal from the camera, and can be positioned in 
a variety of environments, for example, attached to the ceiling of a 
car with two-sided sticky tape.
Using	Sanken's	advanced	technology,	the	CUB-01	has	a	
unique	square-shaped	capsule	housing	the	diaphragm.	With	
this proprietary design, the effective area of the diaphragm is 
signifi	cantly	enlarged.	Due	to	the	CUB-01's	cardioid	directional	
characteristics, human narration and dialogue are clearly recorded 
while eliminating unnecessary background noise.
The	CUB-01	is	available	in	gray	or	beige.
The	Sanken	CUB-01	offers	a	totally	new	design	that	overcomes	
the limitations of previous boundary microphones. Generally 
speaking, most boundary microphones have almost the same 
sound characteristics, heard as "thin," "solid," and "metallic." 
Using	Sanken's	advanced	technology,	the	CUB-01	has	resolved	
this	problem	with	its	unique	square-shaped	cardioid	capsule.	This	
proprietary	design	signifi	cantly	enlarges	the	effective	area	of	the	
diaphragm, resulting in a boundary microphone whose sound is 
rich	and	natural,	with	a	fl	at	response	to	70Hz.	Now	it	is	possible	
to capture a "full bodied" and "clear" sound — human narration 
and dialogue are clearly caught while excluding unnecessary 
background noise.

K-BWS
Camera mount  (24mm)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

WSC-551/3.0 , WSC-551/15.0
Cable 12P multi (F) - 12P multi(M)

WSC-535/2.0
5.0 Cable 12P multi(F) – XLR-3M x 5(2m)

WSC-750/0.87
Cam Y cable 12P multi(F) – XLR-3M and XLR-5M 
(0.87m)

WSC-531/2.0
Mono Cable 12P multi(F) – XLR-3M x 1(2m)

WSC-532/2.0
Stereo Cable 12P multi(F) – XLR-3M x 2(2m)

�

WS-180W
Cage screen

TCW-5
Flight case for WMS-5 set

TCW-5W
Flight case for WMS-5 set with WS-180W

WJ-180W
Fur jammer for WS-180W

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

Directivity Cardioid/front side of hemisphere
Transducer Self-polarized condenser
Frequency	range 60  Hz - 15 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 40mV/Pa	(-28	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 16 dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 120 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 180 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 1.8mA
Weight 45g	(including	cable)	,	55g	(48V	I/F)
Dimensions 32.5mm (diameter)  X 14.0mm

Surface	fi	nish CUB-01-BE=baked	painting/beije
CUB-01-GY=baked	painting/gray

Connector XLR-3M
Included Accessories rubber base X 2 , urethan wind screen

POLAR PATTERN�

WM-01-BK 
Urethane	windscreen	
black

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

RB-01 
Rubber base

WJ-01 
Windjammer 
for outdoor use

SPECIFICATIONS�

K-BWJ
Camera mount  (21mm)

K-BWC
Camera mount  (26mm)
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WM-101
Urethane	windscreen	(7	colors	one	pack)

Gooseneck Microphone

CUS-101B

Gooseneck Condenser Microphone 
For a Clear and Natural Human Voice
●	Clear	and	natural	human	voice	because	of	exclusively	designed	
frequency	response

●	Rejects	basic	room	noise
●	Superb	isolation	from	table	vibration	using	a	unique	absorbing	

system
●	Available	in	130mm,	240mm	and	300mm	goose-neck	lengths
●	Small	and	slim	adjustable	design
●	Titanium	diaphragm	is	durable	and	immune	to	humidity
●	Goose-neck	section	is	removable	from	the	base.	
●	Optional	accessory:	Urethane	wind	screen	
●	Available	in	7	colors	set	WM-101

The	SANKEN	CUS-101B	is	specially	designed	for	the	announcer’s	
voice	in	TV	and	radio	broadcasting.	Using	a	DC-biased	condenser	
capsule and a carefully designed transducer, this microphone 
provides	a	perfect	sound	for	the	human	voice.	The	frequency	
response	is	specifically	focused	for	“speech”	and	picks	up	the	
human	voice	very	clearly	and	naturally.	Also,	the	CUS-101B	
features cardioid directivity with approximately 20 dB rejection on 
axis vs. 180 degrees. 
The system is very effective for isolation from vibration noise 
because the resonance of the shock absorber is set to lower than 
20Hz.		The	microphone	is	available	in	three	lengths:	130mm,	
240mm and 300mm, depending on the application.

Directivity Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 50  Hz - 10 kHz
Sensitivity
 (nominal at 1 kHz) 5.6mV/Pa	(	-45	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 22 dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 125 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 250 ohm
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 0.85mA

Weight

57g	(CUS-101B/130)	 
74g	(CUS-101B/240)	 
82g	(CUS-101B/300)	 

TS-101HGN 641g

Dimensions

236mm(CUS-101B/130)	 
346mm(CUS-101B/240)	 
402mm(CUS-101B/300)	 

 X 24.4mm (metal mesh part diameter) 
Surface	finish satin nickel
Connector XLR-3M
Included Accessories TS-101HGN Stand Base POLAR PATTERN�

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

SPECIFICATIONS�

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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Short Shotgun Microphone

CS-1 Mono Short Shotgun

Short Shotgun Microphone for Boompole and Camera Mount
●	Very	sharp	directivity	in	a	181.5mm	length	body
●	Flat	frequency	response	beyond	20kHz	(on	axis)
●	High	sensitivity	-30	dB/Pa
●	Accepts	high	SPLs,	more	than	137	dB	SPL(1%	THD),	with	no	

distortion in close miking
●	Narrow	angle	directivity	over	the	entire	frequency	range,
●	Overall	rear	rejection,	22	dB/20	kHz,	18	dB/10	kHz,	27	dB/1	kHz,	

27 dB at 200Hz 
●	Light	weight,	only	100g,	easy	to	operate	on	a	boom	pole
●	Sanken	original	square-type	DC-biased	condenser	capsule

The CS-1 is Sanken’s solution to a large demand from many 
engineers	in	the	video	and	film	Industries.	This	shotgun	mic	is	easily	
hidden from the camera’s view because of its short length. Although 
only 181.5mm, the CS-1 has very sharp directivity and provides 
excellent sound in a wide variety of professional engineering 
applications. The CS-1 is very effective on boom poles, and also 
works extremely well with various kinds of camera mounts for one-
man ENG operations.  Affordably priced, the CS-1 is ideal for 
today’s highly mobile operators.

(Suspension holder is optional accessory)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

POLAR PATTERN�

K-BWC 
Camera mount for SH-1 
(26mm) 

K-BWJ 
Camera mount for SH-1 
(21mm)

K-BWS 
Camera mount for SH-1 
(24mm) 

WH-1
High wind cover for WS-1

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

Directivity Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 50  Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 31.6mV/Pa	(-30	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 17 dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 137 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 180 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 3mA
Weight 100g
Dimensions 181.5m x 19mm (diameter)
Surface	finish matte black
Connector XLR-3M
Included Accessories WM-1 urethan wind screen

WS-1
SOFTIE	type	cage	
windscreen

SH-1  
Suspension holder

GS-1
Suspension Hand grip SH-1+HG-1

RB-1
Spare rubber parts for SH-1
(2 in one set) 

HG-1
Handgrip part only 

WSJ-1
SOFTIE	type	cage+	
windjammer

SPECIFICATIONS�

WM-1 
Urethane	windscreen
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Shotgun Microphone

CS-3e Mono Shotgun Microphone

Location and Studio Shotgun Featuring Exceptional Off-axis 
Rejection
●	Unique	design	combination	of	line	mic	array	and	second	pressure	

gradient method
●	Very	sharp	pinpoint	directivity
●	Provides	rich	human	voice	characteristics

The CS-3e stands out among shotgun microphones because it 
maintains	directivity	over	an	extremely	wide	frequency	range,	
especially	in	the	low	frequencies.	Because	of	its	unique	design,	
the	CS-3e	is	an	excellent	choice	for	use	in	difficult	applications,	
such as close-to-ceiling positions or locations near a noisy camera. 
Even in such challenging situations, the excellent side and rear 
rejection of the CS-3e helps to capture only the targeted dialogue 
without ambient reverberation problems. The CS-3e delivers sharp 
directional	sound	even	in	the	lower	frequencies.	Sanken's	original	
design results in a low proximity effect which facilitates working in 
a scene close-up and wide, while producing little change in sound 
character.
In the CS-3e, three directional capsules are arranged in a front-
back array to combine line microphone performance and second-
order pressure gradient response in a single system. With this 
unique	design,	the	CS-3e	achieves	phenomenal	supercardioid	
directivity	in	the	lowest	frequencies	and	throughout	the	full	range	
in	a	microphone	only	27cm	(10	inches)	in	length.	It	is	significant	
that the CS-3e picks up the targeted frontal sound sources with 
exceptional	clarity	over	a	wide	frequency	range	-	even	in	noisy	
ambient environments or in long reverberation spaces - by rejecting 
undesired noise and sounds coming from the rear and sides.

(Hand grip is optional accessory)

TC-3
Flight case

SG-1
Urethane	windscreen

GS-5 
Suspension handgrip

WS-7s 
Cage windshield (Rycote RWS-4J)

WJ-7s 
Windjammer for WS-7s (Rycote RWJ-4)

Directivity Super Cardioid
Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 50 Hz - 20 kHz
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 40mV/Pa	(-28	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 15 dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 120 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 50 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption less than 2.5mA
Weight 120g
Dimensions 270mm X 19mm (diameter)
Surface	finish matte black
Connector XLR-3M

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

SPECIFICATIONS�

POLAR PATTERN�

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�
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Shotgun Microphone

CMS-10 Stereo Mono Switchable Shotgun

Stereo Mono Switchable Shotgun Microphone for Camera

POLAR PATTERN�

Directivity Mono=Super Cardioid
Stereo=Hyper	Cardioid	(L-R	Outputs)

Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 150 Hz - 20 kHz

Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) STEREO	50mV/Pa	(	-26	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)	
MONO	32mV/Pa	(	-30	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) STEREO	20	dB-A	,	MONO	22	dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 120 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 240 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom	X	2ch
Stereo angle 127°

Current consumption less than 4mA/ch
Weight 170g

Dimensions
211mm X 27.8mm (metal mesh part diameter)

26.5mm (Suspension cylinder part)
19mm (grip diameter)

Surface	fi	nish matte black

Connector Cable direct out from the microphone, 30cm
XLR-5M

Included Accessories WSJ-10 Short fur Softie windjammer
Suspension cylinder set

SC-532/0.3,
SC-532/1.8
XLR-5F to 2 ×	XLR-3M	“Y”	cable			

SC-551/0.3, 
SC-551/1.5 
XLR-5F to XLR-5M cable  

WSJ-10WSJ-10
Softie windjammer for CMS-10 

CB-485Ⅱ
Phantom	PSU	,	
one 6LR61 used , 
2ch	IN/OUT	XLR5Pin	M,F

Doughnut rubber 
ring set

Suspension 
cylinder set

SPECIFICATIONS�

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

●	Switchable	very	sharp	mono-shotgun	and	stereo	mic
●	Very	short	length	(211mm)	and	light	weight	(170g)	
●Using	PPS	diaphragms,	it	maintains	high	durability	and	
quality	even	in	high	humidity	environments	

●By	use	of	a	specially	designed	suspension	holder,	it	can	
isolate camera motor noise in camera mount use

●Basic	design	 is	M-S,	but	 includes	M-S	to	L-R	circuitry,	
and allows a direct L-R signal

 
The CMS-10 provides extremely high-resolution 
audio	to	match	today’s	advanced	picture	quality.		This	
versatile microphone is switchable between a very 
sharp directional Mono and rich Stereo in environmental 
imaging.
Unlike	conventional	shotgun	microphones,	the	CMS-10	
uses	a	unique	second-order	pressure	gradient	design,	
enabling precision directional response through multiple 
cardioid elements in a front-back array.  The capsules 
combine line microphone performance and second-order 
gradient response in a single compact system. 
Stereophonic localization depends primarily on signal 
accuracy and channel separation in the 400Hz to 3kHz 
range. Pattern control of the CMS-10 has been optimized 
in	this	range.	Very	low	and	very	high	frequency	response	
has been optimized along the frontal axis so that the 
"target" on-axis sounds are clearly delineated.

Stereo=Hyper	Cardioid	(L-R	Outputs)

(with WSJ-10)
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Shotgun Microphone

CSS-5 Stereo (Wide/Normal) Mono Switchable Shotgun

Wide Stereo, Stereo and Mono,
Three Mode Operation Shotgun Microphone
●	MONO,	Normal	STEREO	and	Wide	STEREO	3	MODE	switchable
●	Superb	rear	rejection	at	180	degrees	even	in	low	frequencies	
●	MONO-STEREO	compatibility.	

Mono and phantom center have the same sound characteristics

MONO
In	the	MONO	mode,	sharp	directivity	is	maintained	over	a	wide	
frequency	range	for	the	aimed	frontal	sound	sources,	using	
the combination of a second gradient microphone and a line 
microphone.	It	is	signifi	cant	that	the	CSS-5	picks	up	the	chosen	
sound source very clearly even in a noisy ambient situation or in a 
long reverberation space.

NORMAL
In	the	NORMAL	mode,	the	CSS-5	clearly	picks	up	the	targeted	
sound	as	well	as	extremely	accurate	stereo	localization.	STEREO	
angle is approx. 120 degree.

WIDE 
The WIDE mode is designed for stereo recording of sound effects 
and environmental information where dialogue will be dubbed in at 
a later date. This mode allows a wider 140 degree stereo width.

Mono-Stereo Compatibility
In	stereo	recordings,	the	frequency	response	of	the	MONO	
summed	output	often	exhibits	interference,	or	"comb	fi	ltering."	This	
phenomenon is caused by phase differences between the Left and 
Right signals. This does not occur in single point recording, either 
X-Y or M-S, but does happen with spaced - AB - microphone stereo 
recording because of the time intervals between the two capsules. 
In the CSS-5, the three-capsule line array is for frontal pickup, with 
its elements arranged vertically along the same axis, so Mono / 
Stereo compatibility is superb.

(Hand grip is optional accessory)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

POLAR PATTERN�Directivity
Mono=Super Cardioid

Stereo Normal=Hyper Cardioid
Stereo Wide=Super Cardioid

Transducer DC biased condenser
Frequency	range 100 Hz - 15 kHz

Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz)
MONO	32mV/Pa	(	-30	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)	
NOR	40mV/Pa	(	-28	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)	
WIDE	70mV/Pa	(	-23	dB,	0	dB=1V/Pa)

Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) 18 dB-A
Max SPL (1% THD) 120 dB SPL
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 240 ohms
Powering +48±4V	phantom	X	2ch
Stereo angle NOR	120°、 WIDE 140°

Current consumption less than 2.5mA ( Lch ) , less than 1.6mA ( Rch )
Weight 250g

Dimensions 300mm X 45mm , 22.5mm (slit part diameter) 
19mm (grip diameter)

Surface	fi	nish matte black
Connector XLR-5M

SC-532/0.3 , C-532/1.8  
XLR-5F to 2 ×	XLR-3M	“Y”	cable	

SC-551/0.3 , SC-551/1.5  
XLR-5F to XLR-5M cable 

WSJ-5
Softie Windjammer usable without cage

GS-5
Suspension handgrip

CB-485Ⅱ
Phantom	PSU	,	
one 6LR61 used , 
2ch	IN/OUT	XLR5Pin	M,F

WS-7s 
Cage windshield (Rycote RWS-4J)

TC-5 
Flight case

WJ-7s
Windjammer for WS-7s (Rycote RWJ-4)

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES�

SPECIFICATIONS�
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Super-High-Sensitivity Contact Microphone

MO-64 , MO-64B

The	Sanken	MO-64	contact	microphone	was	originally	
designed for purposes of academic research, but has found 
many	practical	applications	in	the	scientifi	c	and	medical	
communities. The microphone has a remarkable contact 
point design, through which it can detect minute sounds that 
are virtually inaudible to the human ear, such as an ant’s 
footsteps or the heart beat of a snail. 
Instead of the diaphragms found in conventional 
microphones,	the	MO-64	and	MO-64B	utilize	a	contact	pin.	
When the contact pin touches a solid surface, it moves with 
the vibration of the surface and the energy is transferred 
to a coil. The dynamic microphone transducer mechanism 
utilizes a coil and magnet, whereby the transferred vibration 
is converted directly into electrical energy.

Pre-Amplifi	er	for	Dynamic	Microphones

HAD-48

Increase the Output of Dynamic Microphones with an Inline Adapter
Using 48V Phantom Power from Your Mixer

●	Provides	needed	gain	for	dynamic	microphones
●	Provides	gain	boost	for	long	cable	lengths
●	Selectable	Gain:	+20	dB	or	+40	dB
●	Powered	by	mixer	phantom	48	volts
●	No	batteries	required
●	Small	and	portable,	attractive	packaging

Dynamic microphones typically have a lower output level as 
compared to condenser microphones. When it is necessary to use 
a dynamic microphone with a very long cable run it is common to 
hear an increase in the noise of the signal. You will also experience 
a	signifi	cant	decrease	in	the	overall	output	level	of	the	microphone	
due	to	the	long	cable	run.	Using	phantom	power	from	your	mixer	
the new Sanken HAD-48 is designed to increase the level of a 
dynamic microphone by 20 dB or 40 dB to achieve better signal to 
noise ratio even using a long cable. The unit features +20 and +40 
switches to select its gain. It is only 115.3mm in length (XLR-M to 
XLR-F	tube)	and	is	driven	by	normal	48	Volt	phantom	powering.	
Current consumption is only 3.5mA or less.
You can maintain a rich and powerful signal from a dynamic 
microphone even when using long cables by using the HAD-48 for 
a clean signal to noise ratio.

MO-64
(fl	oor	or	table	top)

MO-64 MO-64B
Transducer Moving coil
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz) 1.26mv/0.1G	(-58	dB,	0	dB=1V/0.1G)
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 600 ohms
Weight 750g 145g
Dimensions 90.0mm (diameter)  X 33.5mm 40.0mm (diameter)  X 94.0mm
Surface	fi	nish matte black
Connector XLR-3M

MO-64B
(used with microphone stand)

Gain +20 dB or +40 dB switchable

Frequency	range 30 Hz - 40 kHz(+20 dB position)
30 Hz - 20 kHz(+40 dB position)\

Max input level (THD1%) 250mVms(-12	dBV)(+20	dB	position)
25mVms(-32	dBV)(+40	dB	position)\

Max output level (THD1%) 2.5mVms(+8	dBV)
Intput impedance at 1 kHz 10k ohms
Output	impedance	at	1	kHz 150 ohms
Recommended load input impedance more than 1k ohms
Equivalent	noise	level	(A-weighted) Less than -120 dB
Powering +48±4V	phantom
Current consumption 3.5mA
Weight 90g
Dimensions 115.3mm X 19mm (diameter)
Surface	fi	nish satin nickel
Input Connector XLR-3F
Output	Connector XLR-3M

SPECIFICATIONS�

FREQUENCY RESPONSE�

SPECIFICATIONS�

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.

NOTE	:	Not	Available	in	EU	area	due	to	RoHS	regulation.
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